
LNUL1164 - Ceningan

Premium 3 Lot Estate Now Officially On The Open Market

Above Secret Beach, Ceningan

Property Information

Price (IDR) : POA
Equivalent (USD) : POA
Title :
Land Size : 2,600 sqm
Other Features:

Brilliant opportunity to purchase a great size parcel or parcels of land in
undoubtedly one of the very best locations on the island.
The 3 prime, gently sloping elevated vacant lots are positioned at the top of
the slope leading to Ceningan’s only quality beach. As the site plan
provided indicates, lot 2(2600m2) is located on the southern side of the 3
metre concrete access road with lots 4(3300m2) and 5 (4000m2) being
adjacent to these.The estate will also have its own private 1 metre stepped
path leading directly to the beach following on from the access road. Less
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than 2 minutes and your feeling the soft, white sand of Secret Beach
 squelching between your toes before plunging into some of the most pristine,turquoise coloured water you will ever
experience.
Beautiful views achievable from every lot in the estate of the transparent blue ocean, wonderful sunsets and the famous
Crystal Bay, Nusa Penida in the distance. And during the evenings, kick back, relax and enjoy the quiet solitude that a
remarkable location like this offers.
Build your own private villa getaway with botanical gardens/grounds or take advantage of the huge lot sizes and undertake a
hotel, resort or health/yoga retreat development. The options are numerous and limited to ones imagination and vision only.
Mahana Point left hand surf break, Villa Trevally Resort, The Palms Resort and Le Pirate Beach Club(to name a few) only 3 or
4 minutes scooter ride away.The Yellow Bridge linking Ceningan to Lembongan a mere 5 or 6 minutes.
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